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The need for post construction 
performance assessment

It’s nothing new: wind energy is a capital 
intensive business, meaning that wind farm 
developers need a significant capital over  
a short period of time to build each new 
project, before generating revenues over 
15-20 years. This sentence is by itself a 
perfect summary of the project financing 
process for a wind farm, as the project 
financial model is mostly driven by these  
2 parameters: required capital cost and 
expected revenues. Of course, anyone 
working with these financial models will 
rightly argue that there is a lot more in it 
than these 2 key items, but at the end of  
the day, it all comes down to costs and 
revenues, or better said, costs and energy 

yield. I will leave the cost issue for financial 
experts and rather focus on the energy 
yield assessment.

Although pre-construction energy yield 
assessment techniques are not new either, 
they keep on being upgraded on a regular 
basis, as the wind industry gets more and 
more mature and a larger quantity of 
operational data become available. And 
for a wind analyst, getting hold of real 
production data of wind farms for which 
he/she performed the energy yield 
assessment before construction is a 
dream come true. How accurate was the 
pre-construction assessment? Is the gap 
due to an over/under estimation of the 
wind resource? Are the turbines really 
performing as expected? It is only by 

interrogating data from the SCADA 
systems, that the industry will close the 
gap between production expectations 
and reality.

Dealing with SCADA data

When you are an independent consultant 
like 3E, requesting SCADA data from your 
customers is an easy thing to do, but finally 
getting hold of it is a whole different story. 
Nevertheless, we managed to get sufficient 
SCADA data to benchmark our pre-
construction production assessment with 
the real production of quite a few projects 
in Belgium, the Netherlands and France  
(57 projects in total, representing 400MW  
of pitch-regulated turbines of all kinds).  
The perspective was so interesting that we 
started a 1 year R&D project in October 2015. 

The first part of this R&D project was  
to better assess the actual wind turbine 
technical availability, meaning tracking 
every wind turbine stop event and 
allocating the right root cause as well  
as working out the downtime and the 
equivalent lost production. Bear in mind 
that this technical availability can be quite 

Benchmarking exercise of predicted and actual production 
losses based on SCADA data (Supervisory Control and Data 
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different from the contractual availability  
as defined in wind turbine O&M contracts. 
Firstly because most contractual 
availabilities are time-based values while 
we are mostly talking about production-
based values here, but also because the 
contractual availability does not include a 
number of events such as grid cuts, icing, 
high wind and other stops for which the 
wind turbine manufacturer is not liable for. 

We also wanted to benchmark a number  
of production losses that are typically used 
by the industry in pre-construction energy 
yield assessment. These losses are either 
assumptions or are calculated values; they 
are used to obtain the P50 values from the 
gross energy yield. Most of the production 
loss values are derived from time-based 
values and in many cases, the assumption 
is made that a 1% loss in time represents a 
1% loss in production. For example, wind 
turbine production-based unavailability  
is usually determined at 3%, taking into 
account that O&M contracts guarantee a 
time-based availability of 97%. However, it 
is clear that turbine shutdown during low 
wind conditions does not have the same 

impact over production as the same 
shutdown when the wind blows at 15 m/s.

Technical availability

In general, pre-construction energy 
assessment studies tend to consider wind 
turbines as not available for approximately 
3.5% of the time (3% due to the 97% 
availability warranty in the O&M contracts 
and 0.5% due to the infrastructure 
unavailability). With the questionable 
assumption that there is perfect 
equivalence between time and energy, 
these 3.5% result in an equivalent 
production-based availability of 96.5%. In 
the rest of this article, technical availability 
will just be called availability.

The production-based availability was 
actually found to be equal to 97% in 
average, as can be seen below (50% of the 
wind turbines operated at more than 97.8%)

This first outcome is rather re-assuring and 
encouraging. It basically means that wind 
turbine unavailability-related lost production 
is less than expected. This confirms the gut 
feeling of most people who have been 
around in the industry for a long time: wind 
turbines do not stop as often as before and 
the resulting energy losses are decreasing. 

Expected versus actual  
production losses

In addition to wind turbine and infrastructure 
unavailability, 2 other generic production 
losses are used: Grid unavailability losses 

due to grid repair or upgrade work:  
0.1% or even negligible, as considered  
by many people

Electrical losses due to losses in cable 
between turbines and between turbines 
and substations, as well as wind turbine 
transformer losses: 2%

Then there are a number of site specific 
losses such as high wind hysteresis, noise 
and bat curtailment, or losses due to 
icing. These losses were also assessed, 
but as they vary a lot from one project to 
the other, no clear trend can be identified 
at this stage.

However, we found that grid unavailability 
losses were greater than expected, not in a 
huge way, but on average, they accounted 
for 0.3% of the production losses. On the 
other hand, electrical losses were found to 
be slightly lower than these 2%. They rather 

represent 1.2-1.3% loss for small wind farms 
(less than 5 wind turbines) and only reach 2% 
for large wind farm (over 20 wind turbines).

Ramping up effect

When trying to understand the effect of 
wind farm age over availability, another gut 
feeling was confirmed: the famous ramping 
up effect, in other words, the way wind 
turbines become more reliable after the first 
year of operation, when most snags are 
fixed. The ramping up effect can even be 
found in wind turbine O&M contracts, with 
wind turbine availability warranty being 
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lower in the first year (typically 96%) than in 
the rest of the contract duration (typically 
97%). And indeed, the following figure 
shows a clear improvement in time and 
production-based availability over the first 
3 years of operation.

The end of an era

Some readers may have noticed  
something important in the previous  
graph. So far we have only spoken about 
production-based availability, because 
that’s what matters in the energy yield 
assessment after all. Indeed, but the figure 
also shows that the time-based technical 
availability is systemically lower than its 
production-based counterpart. What does 
this mean then? Well it simply means that, 
in average, turbines stop at low or medium 
wind, rather than in high wind when the 
production is at its maximum. Is this 
important to know? Yes it is, and again  
the most experienced people in the 
industry will perfectly remember the good 
(or maybe not so good) days when wind 
turbines had a clear tendency to break 
down during high wind and/or maintenance 
teams stopped turbines for scheduled 
maintenance regardless of the wind 
conditions…. At the end of the day, the  
fact that time based availability is lower 
than the production based availability 
means two things: wind turbines are  
getting more reliable and O&M practices 
have improved.

More reliable turbines

Wind turbine reliability has improved and 
lessons were clearly learnt from the past, 
sometimes at a high price for some wind 
turbine manufacturers. But the fact that 

most 2MW turbines installed in the last 5 
years in Europe find their roots back to the 
early 2000 means that they have 
benefited from almost 10 years of 
continuous improvement. And this is 
also true for the 3MW platform, simply 
because the rush for the giant multi-MW 
turbines did not last too long, at least 
onshore. Instead of launching new 
turbine designs every 2-3 years, wind 
turbine manufacturers have focused  
on optimising existing designs and 
components. This improvement actually 
resulted in WTG availability warranties 
increasing from 95 to 97% in O&M 
contracts for all wind turbine 
manufacturers in the years 2006-2008.

Better O&M practices

O&M practices have also improved a lot 
over the last 10 years, mainly because 
wind turbine manufacturers have become 
incentivised based on wind turbine 
production. 10 to 15 years ago, wind 
turbine manufacturers offered a time 
based warranty of 95%. The price 
structure of O&M contracts was very 
simple and consisted of a fixed fee per 
turbine, per year. But more recently, say 

8 to 10 years ago, manufacturers started 
to offer different O&M contract 
structures, with a fixed fee plus a 
variable fee linked to the actual 
production. Later, bonus schemes  
were also added, with a bonus being 
paid to the manufacturers when the 
availability was above a certain threshold 
(typically 98 or 98.5%). And even more 
recently, manufacturers started to offer 
production-based instead of time-based 
availability.

Conclusions

Our mid-term results are quite encouraging 
as they first reveal that the total percentage 
of generic losses typically used by the 
industry for wind turbine and infrastructure 
unavailability, grid unavailability and 
electrical losses, are consistent with the 
losses observed in reality. 3E is now in the 
process of benchmarking project-specific 
losses such as icing and curtailment. The 
main outcome so far is related to the wind 
turbine production-based technical 
availability, which not only was observed 
more than 20% above the expectations 
(2.75% against 3.5%), but was found to be 
higher than the time based equivalent. This 
really illustrates how wind turbine designs 
have become more and more reliable and 
how O&M practices have improved over the 
last 10 years. From an O&M contract point 
of view, it probably means that wind turbine 
manufacturers will start offering higher 
availability warranties. From a pre-
construction energy yield assessment point 
of view, this means the production loss 
assumptions will need to be adjusted 
accordingly. Is an adjustment of 1-1.5% in 
loss estimation important? Of course it is, 
because over 20-25 years of lifetime, this 
represents a substantial amount of money. 
However, by relying on facts such as the 
ones presented in this R&D project, the 
industry should not be afraid of adapting. 
Having a better understanding of 
production losses will also translate in 
lower uncertainty used to obtain the P75 
and P90, hence reducing the gap between 
the P50 and the P75 and P90. This will 
result in more aggressive business models, 
potentially lower financial costs, which, in 
addition to more reliable turbines and better 
O&M practices, will result in a reduced 
levelised Cost of Energy for wind energy. 
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